Attachment #3
Indigenous Framework Structure Overview
Four Roles of the Framework

The four roles of the framework outline how City of Edmonton employees live out
the four roles within our everyday work activities will widely vary across the
Departments, Branches, and Sections. Similar to how the Cultural Commitments are
viewed within our organization, we are thousands of people doing our jobs in a
multitude of different ways. The roles are not meant to be prescriptive, rather they
serve as guideposts to show how each of us can contribute to building kinship
relationships with Indigenous Peoples in Edmonton, and with one another as
colleagues.
Regardless of whether you are a bus driver or a recreational facility attendant, a
planner, a social worker, or an engineer there are things you can do as a public
servant to live out those roles as a listener, a connector, a partner, and an advocate.
Seven Committments
The seven commitments were identified through a process of community
engagements with Indigenous partners to bring these 4 roles to life. This work is
about changing individuals and the system. These commitments together with the
four roles are intended to shape the entire organization (programs, services,
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policies, the culture). Each City of Edmonton Department is responsible for creating
and implementing an action plan detailing how it will fulfill each of the seven
commitments.
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The Indigenous Framework Organizational Structure
The Indigenous Framework is lived, actioned, and leveraged throughout the
corporation through the building of relationships between all City departments. In
order to change hearts and minds across the corporation, a multi-sectoral group of
staff from each City department was needed to form a relationship-building and
implementation structure.

The following are descriptions of the role and function of each group of the
Indigenous Framework:
● Department implementation Teams (yellow): who activate the
Framework within their respective departments by creating and
implementing department-specific action plans that fulfill each of the
seven commitments
● Corporate Team (grey): lead staff from each department team who
support the coordination among department teams in relationship
building and in implementing their action plans
● Project Sponsors/ELT: from the Executive Leadership Team who provide
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corporate support, advocacy, and advice to the project where needed
● Project Team: Indigenous Relations staff with staff from other strategic
sectors who provide the coordination and administrative support to the
Framework Structure
● Circle of Elders and Knowledge Keepers: who provide ceremony,
wisdom, and guidance in the development and ongoing implementation
of the Indigenous Framework in addition to
● Indigenous community partners: who are routinely engaged and
involved in the Framework as it takes root in the City.
● Community of Practice: A welcoming space where City staff may
network with others to learn, seek guidance and feedback from other
shared experiences or lessons learned.
● An Indigenous Art Working Group: staff involved with increasing the
amount of Indigenous art, pictures, exhibits, maps, and other visuals
within City buildings, especially those accessed by the public
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